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Interesting Facts for the Week
When horsedrawn fire carriages hit the scene in the late 1700s, carriage dogs became fire pups. Dalmatians were perfectly suited for the job, not only because of their
carriage-trailing abilities, but their grace under fire. Dalmatians were known to have a calming effect on horses, so while firefighters battled a blaze, the fire dog could stay
with the horses ease their stress. Back at the station, the fire dog would typically bunk in the stable alongside their equine charges.
When his eight years as President of the United States ended on January 20, 1953, private citizen Harry Truman took the train home to Independence, Missouri, mingling with
other passengers along the way. He had no secret service protection. His only income was an Army pension.
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Next board meeting—Tuesday,
August 27th @ 6:30.

September 2-7
After School Detention



A reminder to all personnel traveling
with students—be sure to have signed
(and filled out) Medical Permission
Forms with you at all times.

Stalin’s Granddaughter is a Buddhist that runs an antique shop in Portland, Oregon

FYI—we will be upgrading the Xerox
copiers on Tuesday (3rd). Just in case there
is a snafu in the transition OR you might
need copies during the transition phase,
plan ahead…you’ve been warned
(soundbite of copy repairman laughing
sinisterly … transition to creepy music).
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The yearly form to protect your personal
information from public record’s
requests are in your boxes. Sign, date,
and return.

Monday, September 2nd is Labor Day, and
we have no classes that day. We have an
early out @ 1:00 on Friday the 30th.
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5:00--JH VB vs
Windthorst @
Home
Gate: Rhonda
Ramsey
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5:00-HS VB @
Munday

30

Early Out @
1:00

Board Meeting @
6:30
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5:00-HS VB @
Woodson

5
5:00-JH VB vs
Electra @ Home
Gate: Cruz
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7
JH VB
Tournament @
Northside

